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LIFE HISTORY NOTES

SYNTHETIC NETTING NABS SERPENTS

On 23 October 2004, my sons (Kodi and Brandon)

and I were walking along a trail at the Kansas History

Museum in Topeka, Shawnee County, when Kodi

discovered some snakes. They were three Common

Garter Snakes (Thamnophis sirtalis) that were caught

in some synthetic erosion control netting.  With a

pocket knife, we were able to cut the netting and

release all three reptiles.  One of them was bleeding

badly. We were briefly elated because we had res-

cued the three serpents from certain death, until we

discovered there were more. A little further away, we

found three more, and then three more, and then four

more—all trapped in this netting that dug into and cut

their flesh. We observed that the more they struggled,

the tighter the netting would ensnare them. Each time

I would free a head, the snake would slither further

and get more embedded in the netting, and then when

I’d disentangle a tail and move to free the rest of the

body, the tail would writhe around and get caught

again. It was extremely difficult, frustrating, time-

consuming work, but in the end more satisfying than

any day of herping could ever be because eventually,

after two hours of digging out deformed, bleeding,

writhing bodies, we saved thirteen active Common

Garter Snakes (Figure 1) and freed them in a grassy

field far from the dangerous netting. There’s no telling

how long the reptiles had been there. The webbing

Figure 1. Brandon (left) and Kodi Low display the Common

Garter Snakes (Thamnophis sirtalis) rescued from the

synthetic erosion control netting on the grounds of the

Kansas History Museum in Topeka, Shawnee County,

Kansas. Photograph by Judy Low.

appeared to cover at least three ground crevices, so

we ripped and tore and cut and rolled the netting up

and filled two trash cans with it. And, even though I

have no fingernails left, still smell of snake musk,

have a snake bite or two, and blood stains on my

boots and jeans, I’m pleased the snake population in

Topeka was up by thirteen.

Submiited by JUDY LOW, 2303 Libra Court, To-

peka, Kansas 66605.

DEIROCHELYS RETICULARIA (Chicken Turtle). Life

History: Reproduction. On 6 January 2005, we ob-

served a female Deirochelys reticularia deposit eggs

and seal the nest. At approximately 1530 hours, we

observed a female turtle (approx. 180 mm carapace

length) in the early stages of oviposition, the nest

having been excavated prior to our arrival at the site.

The nest was a conical shape, roughly 125 mm deep.

We observed for fifteen minutes as the turtle depos-

ited five elongate oval-shaped eggs into the nest. The

turtle then packed the nest opening with sand for thirty

additional minutes prior to covering the opening with

grass and departing the area, moving in the general

direction of a large nearby marsh. The site was on the

west side of U.S. Rt. 65 in Franklin County, Florida,

approximately eight miles north of the intersection of

U.S. Rt. 65 and U.S. Rt. 98. The area where the nest

had been excavated was at the base of a slightly

raised area of earth; the surrounding ground was

saturated due to a recent rainstorm. The air tempera-

ture was approximately 65–70 F and the sky was

overcast. The turtle appeared to be old in age, with a

scarred shell 172 mm in length, which is 20 mm over

the the upper range of average carapace length

reported for this species (Conant and Collins, 1998.

Peterson Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of

Eastern and Central North America. Third Edition

Expanded. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 616

pp.).
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